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Hope

Our goal:
Our goal is to reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Hope, what an enduring quality, without which one would be hard pressed
to endure; for the hopeless really don’t make it; they need help-they need guidance, they need hope: This is our Job to instill hope, to build faith, to make a
bridge with GOD from GOD to them, so they go beyond themselves to GOD; as
they receive GOD within themselves to make The Journey.
Remember, that:
“Hope deferred makes the heart sick,
but when it is found, it is a tree of life.”
Mishlei = Proverbs 13:12
We cannot live without hope. We cannot come out of our deep hole without a hope
of something better. We will not leave the familiarity of the darkness and come into
the newness of life without the hope that it is and will truly be better than that
which we know, GOD is THE GOD of Hope. Hope is Biblical. Hope is rational. Hope
is a reality. Hope is from GOD, and with GOD you can hold onto The Hope of Israel
Which is a Title for GOD! As seen in Jeremiah 17:13. Our hope is founded in HIM,
The GOD of Hope, THE HOPE of ISRAEL. Thus, HE WHO defines Reality evidences
Hope for us as it is founded in HIM, and is an essential attribute of HIM; thus hope
is not some hand-wringing, wishful expectation that something may or may not
‘work-out’. It is a solid, evidential truth, founded in GOD, birthed out of GOD, expressing GOD as and through hope; thus is cannot disappoint, it cannot fail, it cannot change; for t is an eternal attribute of GOD. It will not go away;. so hold on to
hope, to go on and get on now with your life from GOD .
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The Heart of The Matter
Hope in love

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is risen upon thee.”

GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

‘Hope, as well as every gift, and the fruit of
THE SPIRIT of GOD
must be done in and
through love, if it is to
be meritorious at all,
cf.: 1 Corinthians 13.
Hope, again, is not a
hand-wringing desperate cry but an assurance with THE
GOD of heaven and
earth that this will
come to pass, and
you can fully trust

GOD, for what is
birthed in you from
THE HOLY SPIRIT is
and must be held on
to by you, believed in
by you, developed
like a harvest then
through you, till it
comes to full fruition.
Cf.: Mark 4:26-29.
Hope, developed in
the soil and soul of
love, will bring a harvest most have never
seen; rich, full, drip-

ping down, full hanging
fruit, well able to feed a
hungry soul and inspire
others to go and plant
the same hope in the
field of love, to feed the
nations and give a reason to all generations to
live, to love, and to hope
for better things, for
greater things, for GOD
things, for GOD HIMSELF. HE is The Hope of
your hope.

Hope in GOD
Hope in GOD will not
disappoint. Hope in
GOD will carry you
through. Hope in GOD
is eternal, since it is
an attribute of GOD,
for HE is THE HOPE
of Israel. Hope is
based on that which
is unchangeable,
hope is based on The
Word of GOD and

THE GOD of THE
WORD. It is not variable, it is changeless, it
is immoveable, you
can rest your faith on
that. You can build
your faith on that; you
can put your trust in
The Truth of that for
which you hope, for it
is founded upon the
eternally firm position

of THE WORD of GOD;
“forever, O LORD,
YOUR WORD stands
firm in heaven; Psalm
119:89. Many find that
their hope wanes with
the passage of time. It
should not; it must not;
because in truth, it
does not. “Do not
grow weary in doing
good… Galatians 6:9
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Did you know
That The Hebrew Word for
Hope is the same word for
the ritual immersion bath, a
mikvah?! It is. Fascinatingly so. As the believer
would step into the baptismal, they were placing
their trust in the hope, of
which the baptismal implies, of moving from death
to life; for the Christian, of
being baptized into
CHRIST-THE MESSIAH’s
Death and coming out of it

in the newness of life; fascinating. And the same term
for baptismal—mikvah, is
the same consonantal word
for hope: mikveh. Truly we
are to be immersed in HIM
as we truly hope in HIM
WHO is THE HOPE of Israel
and the world!! How significant! How awesome. How
inspiring! So ‘die daily’ to
self, by staying immersed in
HIM, a hope that cannot disappoint. Now, and fork-

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word for
Hope that we will address here is:
Meekweh:Mem-Kof-Waw/
Vav-Hey. It is a very
strong word, and it’s
core meaning, Letter by
Letter, is: THE Strength
of THE MESSIAH’s lastleast-future crucified
man’s Spirit, This is fascinating. As a Word Pic-

ture, we can see ever
more deeply into the intrinsic nature of The
Word Itself: here, it is
The Word: Hope. It carries the weight of The
Strength of THE MESSIAH-thus it can accomplish powerfully, it is evidenced in the last believer, the least believer, and
all future believers and

all past and present believers who live ’in the
future’, as crucified to
the world the flesh and
the devil, thus freeing a
man’s spirit; to destroy
the work of the devil by
hoping in The Finished =
Paid in Full Work of
JESUS CHRIST at The
Cross for you me and us
all; praise THE LORD!

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
someone says that they have
lost all hope? Pray for them,
love them, weep with those
who weep, stay by their side,
encourage them, and be ready
to send them also to a trained
professional for counseling,
support, and ideally a Biblically based counseling; so give
them GOD and HIS Word.
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Remember, that if they are still
talking to you, there is still
some, albeit a small amount of
hope, still left. Help them hold
on to it; and connect them
quickly to GOD. Do not let
them go, stay by their side,
enlist the aid of others, get
this prayed through, and find
out where their hope was shattered and bring The GOD Glue,
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and start repairing the breach.
Be a repairer of the breach, a
mender of broken dreams, and
of crushed hearts. It’s a hard
world; but JESUS, our precious YESHUA said: cheer up,
for I have overcome the world!
Now make way for THE LORD,
THE HOLY SPIRIT, and do
great works for and with GOD;
do them now! Hope lives!
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Joel Young
For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, cutting straight
The Word of Truth.”

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the virgin birth of THE MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

